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Synopsis:
She was small when she heard about them... the incredible freedom machines. In this sumptuous story of exploration and breaking boundaries, a
young girl uncovers her very own freedom machine, a vehicle that carries her
to all kinds of wondrous places.
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Pre Reading Questions
Look at the front cover of the book. Read the title together.
Open the book wide and explore the front and back cover as one large image.
What do you think this book might be about?
Before you even read the story think about the title. What do you think an
Incredible Freedom Machine might be?

First Reading
Read the book through once, without stopping to look more closely at each
page. At the end of the book give the students a few minutes to think about
the story and what they think happened/what it means?

Discuss
Divide the class into groups and have them talk about what they think the book
is about.





What it means to them.
How did it make them feel?
Does everyone on the group think the same thing?
Write down all of the ideas and then present to the class.
*Make sure the students realise that there is no right and wrong answer
to this question. The exercise is about showing that one book can have
different meanings for different people.

Read the book to the class again, and encourage questions/discussion.
When everyone has decided what they think the book is about, get each
student to think about what their freedom machine might be. It doesn’t have to
be an object, it could be a place.





Is it a book, that takes them on amazing journeys? Is there a particular
book that they love?
Is it their bike, that they ride and clear their heads?
Is it the beach, where they can swim/walk forget about the world?
Would they like

